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Abstract: This paper is want to explore the in-cylinder pressures and temperature for a single cylinder

two-stroke spark ignition (SI) engine simulation and validated using cylinder pressure and temperature

experiment data. One dimensional analysis is used GT-POWER 6.2 software for computational simulation.

These values defined with pressure average and used on simulation analysis. Also include the prediction

of effects on the in cylinder pressure and temperature. The research results were validating between

measured and calculated shown in graphs in this paper. 
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INTRODUCTION

The two-stroke engine is a reciprocating engine, in
this engine the piston takes over any valve functions in

order to obtain a power stroke for each revolution of
the crankshaft. This involves the use of ports in the

cylinder are covered and uncovered by the movements
of the piston . As the piston moves down, it clears[4 ,8]

these ports so that the exhaust gasses can exit and
fresh  charge  of mixture can enter at the same time.

In a crankcase-compression engine, the fresh charge is
compressed in the crankcase by the underside of the

working piston, prior to its admission to the cylinder
through the scavenge ducts. The closing and opening

of the inlet, scavenge, and exhaust ports are controlled
by the piston itself, and thus in its simplest form, the

present engine requires only three moving parts for
each cylinder . This engine concept benefits greatly[2]

from this simplicity and has been used successfully as
a spark-ignition prime mover for more applications than

any other two-stroke engine type . The two-stroke[1]

engine used for lightweight power units which can be

employed in various attitudes as handled power tools
such as chainsaws, brush cutters and etc. The

automobile industry shows an interesting history and
some quite sophisticated machines were produced in

the 1960s, such as the Auto-Union vehicle from West
Germany and the simpler Wartburg from East

Germany . The Saab car from Sweden actually won[3]

the Monte Carlo Rally. Until recent times, Suzuki built

a small two-stroke engine car in Japan. The use of the
two-stroke engine in compression-ignition form

deserves special attention.
The experimental and computational simulation of

two stroke spark ignition engine cylinder pressure and
temperature are investigated in this research. The

results are discussed in this paper. The cylinder
pressure value is the main parameter and will be

compared with simulation. Data for intake port and
cylinder pressures was measured at the different of

engine speed. Both methods of studies, experimental
and simulation gave convincing evidence that shown

the small discrepancy between experimental and
simulation part of this research.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The specification of engine is shown in Table 1.

The single cylinder piston-ported two-stroke engine
loop-scavenged crankcase compressed used in this

research.

An Experimental Investigation: The scavenging
process on motored study was used to investigate in-

cylinder flows . Data from engine collected using[8 ,11]

data acquisition system (DAQ) connected to engine

with pressure sensors which will be discussed later.
Fig. 1 illustrated the detail schematic diagram for

motored test and engine test-rig. This engine powered
by motor controlled by inverter applies on frequency

(Hz) reading.
Pressure traces were simultaneously recorded at

two difference location using pressure transducers
mounted in the engine system. Cylinder pressure was

recorded with a Kistler Type 6041A water-cooled
pressure transducer mounted in the cylinder head at top

side. This sensor was used to measure cylinder pressure
and  it  was  flush  mounted  in  the  cylinder head.
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Table 1: Engine specifications

Parameter Remark

Cylinder type Single cylinder, piston ported

Compression type Crankcase com pression

Displacement 30.5 cm       3  

M aximum output 0.81 kW / 6000 rpm

Scavenging concept M ulti port-Loop scavenged

Bore × Stroke 36 × 30 mm

Exhaust port opening 101 CA ATDC 

Exhaust port closing 259 CA ATDC

Scavenged port opening 140 CA ATDC 

Scavenged port closing 220 CA ATDC

The next sensor used to measure data at the intake port

which is low range type. The flush mounting was

preferred in order to minimize the lag in the pressure

signal  to  avoid pipe connecting passage resonance.

To mount the sensor, the cylinder head was drilled

using the computer numerical control (CNC) milling in

order to make a hole for sensor location. The thread

size of this sensor is M8 × 0.75 mm. The collected of

cylinder pressure data at the average over 120

consecutive cycles with a crank angle encoder having

resolution of 0.4  CA. Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 were shows0

the encoder and sensors location for parameters

measurement. The main sensors are intake port

(scavenged) and cylinder pressure sensor. 

The experimental investigated on motored engine

test which is non-firing. This is focused on flow

characteristics. Motored measurement at the particular

location and engine speed were performed. The engine

operating is controlled by inverter form idle to

maximum speed. In the engine performance test, engine

parameters were recorded based on constant engine

speed mode. In this mode, the different of speed was

collected. The engine speed controlled by inverter on

frequency value. In this case, idle speed started at 20

Hz and it increment every 5 Hz until achieved the

maximum speed of inverter at 60 Hz and three of

engine speed in 1100 rpm, 1400 rpm and 1700 rpm

was recorded. 

To achieve the accurate data, the experimental

procedures of spark ignition engine performance test

should be followed. Society of Automotive Engineers

Standard (SAE 1995) was used as a guide in preparing

of  the  instrumentations and running the experiment.

In this study, simplify method was used when the

engine is motored / un-fired and not considered for

fired condition. For the motored experiment, the

analysis focuses on flows behavior affected on in-

cylinder pressure from intake to exhaust ports.

Real engine systems there are spatial variations of

gas properties within pipe and manifold. One-

dimensional use one-dimensional unsteady conservation

equation for mass, momentum and energy for gas flow

in  a  duct.  These equations are solved by either the

Fig. 1: Schematic diagram of engine test

Fig. 2: Crank angle encoder

Fig. 3: Pressure transducer position

method of characteristic or finite difference

procedures . The program is able to calculate the[4]

unsteady compressible gas flow in a system of ducts

and components for a full multi-cylinder engine . [12]

Computational Simulation: One-dimensional modeling

can resolve pressure gradients due to flow acceleration

and pressure wave effects. It can resolve gas

concentration gradients. Drawback of models with one-

dimensional elements include greatly increased

computational effort relative to thermodynamic model,
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Fig. 4: Two-stroke spark ignition  engine model using GT-POWER

and difficulties in represent some wave behavior such
as shock. Two-stroke SI engine mapped using 1-D

coded is illustrated in Fig. 4 using GT-Power. GT-
POWER commercial software is one of the computer

aided engineering application in the GT-SUITE. It is
widely used by engine / vehicle manufacturers and

developers around the world for simulation and analyze
of engines . In this paper, the two stroke spark[12]

ignition engine model was developed. The model
developed using the engine components size as an

input data for GT-POWER libraries. In the past, one-
dimensional had been simulated for scavenging process.

Predicted the fundamental of in-cylinder process is
estimated through the comparison using experimental

data measured on a small size engine under motored
and firing condition. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The experimental results shown that the higher rpm

mode produced the highest cylinder pressure compare
other lower rpm as shown in Fig. 5. The higher speed

may reach nearly 9.04 bar and at the speed 1100 rpm
and 1400 rpm showed the value of 8.43 bar and 8.73

bar, respectively. All data is taken at motoring
condition  which is for flow process without firing.

The pressures started increase at the -101  BTDC for0

all speeds until achieve the maximum values when

exhaust port started close (EPC). From this experiment

also shows that when pressures reach at the 88  ATDC0

which is exhaust port started open (EPO), the pressures

drop to negative values cause of residual form exhaust
port enter to cylinder called backflow.   

Fig. 6 shows that the intake pressures at the
different  of  speed function of crank angle degree.

The trend of profile show different compared with
cylinder pressure. At the lower speed of engine can

achieve the maximum pressure at the 1100 rpm and
reduced for the 1400 rpm also 1700 rpm. The profile

explained  of process happen at the crankcase area.
The crankcase pressure is similar with the intake port

value of pressure. Form the overall figure, concluded
that the minimum pressure occur when the fresh charge

enter to crankcase through the transfer port and shown
that  at -45   BTDC  the  pressures was dropped.0

When the intake port started open (IPO) at 1400

ATDC, the pressure of intake port was increased and

can reach maximum values. At this time the fresh
charge enter to cylinder at the high velocity and

reduced when piston reaches at BDC. Form this
pressure profile can be concluded that the higher speed

can produce minimum pressure compared the lower
speed of engine. These data will used as boundary

condition for simulation approach.
Cylinder pressure data was measured in

experimental, and introduce in simulation stages to
study  the  characteristics  of  in-cylinder behavior.

The  cylinder  pressure  data  provided  a more than
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Fig. 5: The effects of cylinder pressure versus Crank angle degree

Fig. 6: The effects of intake pressure versus Crank angle degree
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Fig. 7: The effects of cylinder pressure versus Crank angle degree at 1100 rpm

Fig. 8: The effects of cylinder pressure versus Crank angle degree at 1400 rpm
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Fig. 9: The effects of cylinder pressure versus Crank angle degree at 1700 rpm

Fig. 10: Effects of cylinder temperature versus Crank angle degree  
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satisfactory result thus increasing the confident level to

explore  more  details on the next stage of this study

which is scavenging analysis studies. Fig. 7 and Fig. 9

were shows the cylinder pressure results as a function

of crank angle degree for the different speed. Fig. 7

and  Fig.8 clearly shows that the simulation higher

than  the  experimental  and  opposite  for  Fig. 9.

The experimental results show the values for 1100 rpm,

1400 rpm and 1700 rpm gave 8.43 bar, 8.73 bar and

9.04 bar, respectively. On other side, the simulation

results gave 8.59 bar, 8.75 bar and 8.95 bar for the

same speed as above. As theoretically explained that,

the simulation results must always give higher than

measured values because refer to ideal cycle and not

consider factor such as heat losses. Fig. 7 given

relative error is 1.86 % and followed by Fig. 8 with

0.22 %. 

Comparatively, results for the Fig. 9 shows that the

experimental higher than simulation at 1 % of relative

error compared based the experimental. The trends of

Fig. 9 shows that when the speed increased, the

simulation results will be decrease at the small of

discrepancy. When the exhaust port started open (EPO)

at 88  and 101  give at negative value for measured0 0

and simulation, respectively. The values seen that small

for simulation and show clearly at high value for

experimental. It explained that influenced of this

modeling process. The simulation stage is complexity

of geometr ies  which is modeled based on

approximation values especially at the angle port

geometries. Due to the same reason, the engine port

timing was also change, since two-stroke engine timing

is port controlled. The approximation of geometries is

measured using the Coordinate Measurement Machine

(CMM) measurement and manual measurement. But

CMM measurement gives an accurate measurement on

plane only. he difficulty of getting accurate geometry

profile occurs since the actual geometry is three

dimensional. Complex geometries at the intake, exhaust

ports angles, dome and volume clearance high of the

engine are approximated. Manual measurement of

actual geometries slightly reduced the actual

compression ratio (CR) which influences the increasing

of pressure in cylinder. 

Fig. 10 shows the cylinder temperature profiles are

compared at different of speed. This figure illustrated

the prediction of cylinder temperature. The profiles

show similar trend with cylinder pressure figure. The

higher values at the middle of process caused by the

compression process started when piston at bottom

dead centre (BDC). The values of cylinder temperature

will decrease while piston start leaves the top dead

centre (TDC). As theoretically, from the relationships

between pressure P, temperature T and volume V. If

the cylinder pressure increase, the temperature also

increase when the volume of cylinder decrease while

the piston motion move upward. At the TDC position,

the maximum at 1100 rpm, 1400 rpm and 1700 rpm

gave 543.9 K, 544.5 K and 544.2 K, respectively. It

concluded that the speed of engine increase the

temperature also increase except the last speed at 1700

rpm. In this case, the investigation of flow in cylinder

not considered the combustion process and the

temperature values also not show the higher compared

the combustion process.

Conclusions: The experimental results showed that the

higher rpm mode produced the highest cylinder

pressure compare other lower rpm. The simulation

result shows that the cylinder pressure results as a

function of crank angle degree for the different speed.

The simulation of cylinder pressure is higher than the

experimental. In this temperature case, the investigation

of flow in cylinder not considered the combustion

process and the temperature values also not show the

higher compared the combustion process.  
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